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Abstract

We present a novel well-formedness con-
dition for underspecified semantic repre-
sentations which requires that every cor-
rect MRS representation must be anet.
We apply this condition to identify a set
of eleven rules in the English Resource
Grammar (ERG) with bugs in their seman-
tics component, and thus demonstrate that
the net test is useful in grammar debug-
ging. In addition, we show that a partly
corrected ERG derives 3 % less non-nets
on the Rondane treebank and we expect
that after completing the correction of the
ERG, only 5.5 % non-nets are derived,
which we take as support for our initial hy-
pothesis.

1 Introduction

A very exciting recent development in (compu-
tational) linguistics is that large-scale grammars
which compute semantic representations for their in-
put sentences are becoming available. For instance,
the English Resource Grammar (4) is a large-scale
HPSG grammar for English which computes under-
specified semantic representations in the MRS for-
malism (4). It is standard to use underspecification to
deal with scope ambiguities; apart from MRS, there
is a number of other underspecification formalisms,
such as dominance constraints (4) and Hole Seman-
tics (4).

However, the increased power of the new gram-
mars comes with a new challenge for grammar engi-
neering: How can we be sure that all semantic out-
puts the grammar computes (through any combina-
tion of semantic construction rules) are correct, and
how can we find and fix bugs? This problem ofse-
mantics debuggingis an important factor in the 90%

of grammar development time that is spent on the
syntax-semantics interface (4).

Grammar development systems such as the LKB
implement some semantic sanity checks, which are
practically useful, but rather shallow, and therefore
limited in their power. On the theoretical side, there
are attempts to formalise “best practices” of gram-
mar development in asemantic algebra(4), but this
is quite a far-reaching project that is not yet fully
implemented.

One potential alternative method for semantics
debugging comes from Fuchss et al.’s recent work
onnets(4). They claim that every underspecified de-
scription (written in MRS or as a dominance con-
straint) that is actually used in practice is anet, i.e. it
belongs to a restricted class of descriptions with cer-
tain useful structural properties, and they substanti-
ate their claim through an empirical evaluation on
a treebank. If this “Net Hypothesis” is true, we can
recognise a grammar rule (or combination of rules)
as problematic if it produces only non-nets on a va-
riety of inputs.

In this paper, we show that such a use of nets is in-
deed possible. We use the ERG to derive MRS rep-
resentations for all sentences in the Rondane tree-
bank (distributed with the ERG) and the Verbmo-
bil sections of the Redwoods treebank (4). Our first
result is a small set of eleven rules which system-
atically cause the MRS representations to be non-
nets for every sentence in which they are used.
These rules all have faulty semantics components,
i.e. we have identified semantically buggy rules. We
are currently correcting the grammar by hand. The
partly corrected grammar produces 89.5 % nets and
only 8 % non-nets for the syntactic analyses in the
Rondane corpus, and we expect that after complet-
ing the correction of the problematic rules, only
5.5 % non-nets are derived, which we take as further
support of the Net Hypothesis.
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Figure 1: Graphical representation of the MRS for
“Each section is also suitable as s single day tour.”

2 Minimal Recursion Semantics

We start with a brief overview of Minimal Recursion
Semantics (MRS). MRS (4) is the standard scope
underspecification formalism used in current HPSG
grammars, such as the English Resource Grammar
(ERG; (4)) or grammars derived from the Grammar
Matrix (4). Its purpose is to separate the problem
of resolving scope ambiguities from semantics con-
struction.

Fig. 1 shows a graphical representation of the
(slightly simplified) MRS which the ERG derives
for the sentence “Each section is also suitable as
a single day tour” from the Rondane treebank.
It consists ofelementary predications(EPs) such
asl2:udef(x,h3,h4), l5:a(y,h6,h7), l12:tour(x,y), and
l12:compound(x,y), and ofhandle constraintssuch
as h6 =q l12. Elementary predications specify the
parts that a semantic representation must be made
up of, and handle constraintsh=q l specify, approx-
imately, thath must outscopel . Termsl i on the left-
hand side of EPs are calledlabels, termshi are called
(argument) handles, and termsx, y, etc. are ordinary
first-order variables. Notice that there are two EPs
for the labell12; this is called anEP conjunction,
and interpreted as conjunction of the two formulas
labelled byl12.

The graph in Fig. 1 can be given an explicit in-
terpretation as a representation of an MRS struc-
ture (4). The nodes correspond to the labels and han-
dles in the MRS, and the solid edges correspond to
the EPs. We call the subgraphs that are connected by
solid edges thefragmentsof the graph. The dashed
dominance edgesare used to represent handle con-
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Figure 2: Configuration of the MRS in Fig. 1.

straints, the outscoping requirement between a vari-
able and its binder (such as between the quantifier at
l2 and the variable inl12), and the implicit constraint
that the “top” labell0 must outscope all other EPs.
Note that we assume that the graph does not con-
tain transitively redundant edges; for instance there
is no binding edge betweenl2 and l11. EP conjunc-
tions are represented by explicit conjunction at the
graph nodes.

An underspecified MRS structure describes a set
of configurations, orscope-resolvedMRS struc-
tures. The scope-resolved MRS structures can be
computed by arranging all the fragments of an MRS
structure into a tree, in such a way that every la-
bel except for the one at the root is identified with
a handle, and all the outscoping requirements are re-
spected. One of the five scope-resolved MRSs for
the MRS in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2 (we omit EPs
for clarity). Note that in general it is possible that
more than one label is assigned to the same handle,
and that the scope-resolved MRS structure can con-
tain more EP conjunctions than the original MRS
structure. In such a case, we call the scope-resolved
MRS structure amerging configuration.

3 MRS-Nets

We say that an MRS structure is anet if all the frag-
ments in its graph are of one of the three forms
shown in Fig. 3. In astrong fragment, every leaf
(argument handle) and no other node has exactly
one outgoing dominance edge. For example, the nu-
clear fragmentsl11 andl14 in Fig. 1 are strong frag-
ments. In aweakfragment, every leaf but one has ex-
actly one outgoing dominance edge, and the root of
the fragment has one outgoing dominance edge too.
Weak fragments correspond to quantifiers (such as
l2 andl8 in Fig. 1) where the dominance edge from
the root represents the implicit variable binding. Fi-
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Figure 3: Fragment Schemata of Nets

nally, island fragments may have leaves with mul-
tiple outgoing dominance edges, but then all domi-
nance children must be connected byhypernormal
paths. A hypernormal path is an undirected path
which doesn’t use two dominance edges that come
out of the same node. An example for an island frag-
ment is the topmost fragment in Fig. 1. Its dom-
inance children are the three quantifier fragments,
and there is a hypernormal path between each pair
of these fragments – for instance,l2, l12,h6, l5 and
l5, l14, l8.

Because all fragments in Fig. 1 are strong, weak,
or island, the MRS it represents is a net. By con-
trast, Fig. 5 shows two MRS structures which are
not nets. Both structures violate theislandcondition
because the topmost fragment has outgoing edges to
quantifier fragments (e.g. in the left-hand graph, the
fragments for “a bit” and “two young Norwegians”)
which are only connected via the top fragment it-
self, and not by an additional hypernormal path. The
left-hand graph also contains a quantifier fragment
(“a bit”) which violates theweakcondition, as there
is an open argument handle without a corresponding
dominance edge out of the root of the fragment.

Nets were introduced in (4; 4) as a technical re-
striction; the key theorem about nets is that they can
be translated into normal dominance constraints (4)
and Hole Semantics (4). This means that nets can be
solved efficiently using the solvers for normal domi-
nance constraints (4). Nets have other useful proper-
ties: For example, nets have no merging configura-
tions, so all EP conjunctions can be resolved to true
conjunctions in a preprocessing step.

The crucial restriction that nets impose is that
the dominance children of island fragments must
be hypernormally connected. Intuitively, hypernor-
mal connectedness means that nets must be “down-
wards” connected: In the example in Fig. 1,l2 and
l8 are “tied together” by the zig-zag path through

l12 and l14, whereas “a bit” and “two young Nor-
wegians” in Fig. 5 have no such connection. A lin-
guistic intuition for this is that quantifiers that are
syntactic arguments of the same verb remain hyper-
normally connected because their variables occur as
arguments of this verb.

4 Nets in Semantics Debugging

Now we show that nets can indeed be used to iden-
tify grammar rules with incomplete semantics com-
ponents, and that non-nets are so infrequent in prac-
tice that it is reasonable to assume that all correct
MRS structures are indeed nets.

4.1 Previous Work

Recently, Fuchss et al. (4) presented a first evalua-
tion of whether the MRS structures that can be de-
rived using the ERG are nets or not. They found that
about 83% of the MRS structures derived for all
syntactic readings of all the sentences in the Red-
woods treebank (4) are in fact nets. Their impres-
sion from inspecting some non-nets was that non-
nets seemed to be systematically incomplete. They
took this as suggestive of what they call theNet Hy-
pothesis: that all MRS structures needed in practice
(i.e. for the parses of a treebank according to a large-
scale grammar) are nets.

4.2 Experiment

If the Net Hypothesis is true, the 17% non-nets must
be the results of errors in the annotation or the gram-
mar rules, and every MRS that is not a net can be
taken as an indicator that the grammar rules used in
producing it might be candidates for debugging.

In order to analyse this in more detail, we re-
ran Fuchss et al.’s evaluation, using the October
2004 version of the ERG. As test corpora, we used
the Verbmobil sections of the Redwoods 5 Tree-
bank (Jan. 2005) which contains 10503 sentences,
and the Rondane Treebank (1034 sentences) dis-
tributed with the ERG. Both corpora are annotated
with HPSG syntactic structures, for each of which a
unique MRS structure can be extracted.

The table in Fig. 4 shows the results of the ex-
periment. Each sentence in the treebanks was classi-
fied into one of three categories: (1) sentences whose
MRS structure was not well-formed according to
the shallow tests in the LKB system (e.g., structures



Treebank #Sents. Ill-formed Non-Nets Nets
Verbmobil 10503 11 % 17 % 72 %

Rondane 1034 8 % 11 % 81 %

Figure 4: Classification of the sentences in the tree-
banks.

containing variables that aren’t bound by any quan-
tifier, or structures with cycles); (2) sentences whose
MRS structures were okay according to the LKB
checks, but were not nets, and (3) sentences whose
MRS structures were nets. Of all the MRSs that
are well-formed according to the test in the LKB,
81 % (Redwoods) and 88 % (Rondane) are nets, and
19 % (Redwoods) and 12 % (Rondane) aren’t. Inter-
estingly, the ratio of nets to non-nets is much smaller
if we look not only at the annotated syntactic analy-
ses, but atall possible analyses (as Fuchss et al. did).

4.3 Semantic Debugging

Then we checked which rules were “responsible” for
the introduction of non-net structures. We found that
there is a group of eleven rules which systematically
derive only non-nets for all syntactic analyses of all
sentences in the treebanks; these rules account for
approx. 55% of the non-nets:

1. Measure noun phrases like “2–3 hours”
(MEASURE_NP, BARE_MEASURE_NP)

2. Coordinations of more than two conjuncts like
“train, bus or car”
(P_COORD_MID, N_COORD_MID)

3. Sentence fragmens like “Delicious!”
(rules FRAG_PP_S, FRAG_R_MOD_I_PP,
FRAG_ADJ, and FRAG_R_MOD_AP)

4. Other rules: VPELLIPSIS_EXPL_LR,
NUM_SEQ, TAGLR.

Indeed, the semantics components of all eleven
rules are buggy, in that the MRS graphs that they
compute have too few dominance edges or uncon-
nected fragments that should constitute an single
fragment (e.g., by forming an EP-conjunction). This
is illustrated by the structures shown in Fig. 5. The
structure on the left is derived by the ERG for the
sentence “a bit further on we meet two young Nor-
wegians”. In this structure, the quantifier “a bit”

Treebank #Sents. Ill-formed Non-Nets Nets
Rondane 961 2.5 % 8 % 89.5 %

Figure 7: Classification of the sentences in the Ron-
dane treebank for the partly corrected version of the
ERG

(whose analysis uses the MEASURE_NP rule) in-
troduces a bound variablex that is used only in its
restriction, but in none of the predicates in its scope
(“meet further on”). This is obviously not intended.
Because the missing variable binding also relaxes
the constraints on how fragments can be plugged to-
gether, the underspecified description admits struc-
turally wrong readings, e.g. by plugging “young
Norwegian” into the scope of “a bit” (see Fig. 6). If
we fix the structure by usingx in the EPs for “further
on”, this introduces an additional dominance edge in
the graph which makes the structure a net.

A similar bug occurs in the right-hand MRS
structure. The EPs “and” and “implicit_conj” are
two different components of the same collective
“tea, milk, and coffee”, and should therefore be con-
nected. Because they aren’t, the structure has mean-
ingless scopings such as the one shown in Fig. 6
(and almost 1000 further scopings) where “and” and
“drink” have been merged into the same argument
handle. If we connect “and” and “drink” either by
collecting them into a single EP-conjunction, or by
introducing additional material (e.g., an qauntifier
fragment) that connects the two nodes, the MRS
structure again becomes a net.

4.4 Re-Evaluating the Net Hypothesis

We are currently working on correcting the seman-
tics components of the eleven faulty rules by hand. If
all problematic rules are corrected in a way that only
nets are derived, we expect that of the well-formed
MRS structures 94.5 % (Rondane) and 91.5 % (Red-
woods) of the syntactic structures as annotated in
the treebanks derive nets. A first experiment shows
that with our partly corrected version of the ERG,
almost 92 % of the derivations annoted with well-
formed MRS structures (89.5% of all sentences) in
the Rondane treebank produce nets (Fig. 7).1 It is

1For technical reasons, the treebank for the partly corrected
grammar contains slightly fewer sentences. Note that if we re-
move the missing sentences from the classification for the orig-
inal treebank, we obtain results similar to the ones shown in
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Figure 5: MRS expressions for the annotated derivation for “a bit further on we meet two young Norwe-
gians” (left) and “Drink is tea, milk and coffee” (right) in the Rondane treebank
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Figure 6: Example solutions for the MRS structures in Fig. 5

important to note that in particular measure noun
phrases with degree modifications, which are rela-
tively often used, are not yet fully corrected. Note
also that the number of ill-formed MRS structures
has been considerably reduced.

It is important to note that at least some applica-
tions of each of the eleven rules above passed the
well-formedness checks in the LKB, which shows
that nets can allow us to identify semantically prob-
lematic rules which shallower checks can’t find. In
addition, non-nets make up a larger portion of the
MRS structures in the original grammar than the
ill-formed structures; so they are likely to capture
classes of errors that are at least as prevalent as those
that the existing checks do.

5 Conclusion

We have shown that nets can be a useful tool for de-
bugging the semantics component of a large-scale
grammar. All eleven rules in the ERG that com-
puted only non-nets turned out to be semantically
problematic, typically in that they were missing
a variable name coindexation, or some fragments

Fig. 4.

(EPs) were unconnected; also, none of these rules
would have been easily found by the existing well-
formedness tests in the LKB. A partly corrected ver-
sion of the ERG derived 89.5 % nets on the Rondane
corpus.

In order to make the net criterion practically use-
ful, we have developed an efficient algorithm that
checks whether a given MRS is a net in linear time.
A portable open source implementation of this algo-
rithm is publically available fromhttp://utool.
sourceforge.net.

There are various ways in which the work we re-
port here could be extended. On the one hand, it
would be interesting to see whether a similar debug-
ging methodology would yield problem rules based
on the LKB’s well-formedness tests, and it would
be natural to look not just for problematicrules, but
also for problematiclexicon entriesthis way. On the
other hand, we suspect that some semantically prob-
lematic MRS structures are derived not by a sin-
gle rule, but by a combination of rules. One way of
finding such rule combinations would be to analyse
the MRSs for a corpus with a decision tree learner,
which would try to derive rules that capture such
combinations.
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